After you watch each video at http://libguides.lehman.edu/dfn445, complete the questions below.

1) An academic journal article is written by ________________________________.

2) A database is like a __________ _____________ for articles.

3) A keyword is a whole statement or question. T or F?

4) What are the three Boolean Operators? _____________, _________________, _____________.

5) Underline the keywords in these questions; write synonyms below the keywords:
   
   a) Does prenatal caffeine intake affect birth weight?
   b) Does cinnamon affect blood pressure in T2DM?
   c) Does vitamin D affect depression?
   d) What is the effect of dark chocolate on cardiovascular function?

6) Please combine the keywords and synonyms using the Boolean operators in the spaces below:

   a)
   b)
   c)
   d)